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Abstract 
In large distributed networks, many computers must be mutual 

coordination to complete some works Under the certain 

conditions, these computers may come from different domains. 

For ensuring the safety to access resources among these 

computers in different domains, we propose a cross-domain 

union authentication scheme. We compute a large prime cyclic 

group by elliptic curve, and use the direct decomposition of this 

group to decompose n  automorphism groups ,and design an 

signcryption scheme between domains by bilinear of 

automorphism group to achieve cross-domain union 

authentication. this scheme overcome the complexity of 

certificate transmission and bottlenecks in the scheme of 

PKI-based, and it can trace the entities and supports two-way 

entities anonymous authentication, which avoid the authority 

counterfeiting its member to cross-domain access resources. 

Analyses show that its advantages on security and 

communication-consumption . 

Key words: signcryption,cross-domain authentication, elliptic 

curve,bilinear group. 

Ⅰ. Introduction 

Cross-domain alliance is needed in large networks, which 

services and access points are located in multiple domains. 

In a distributed network environment where companies and 

institutions have their own sharing resource, in order to 

prevent unauthorized users to access these shared resources, 

every institution will set up a local certification service 

equipment to provide certification services when users 

access resources. Therefore, a relatively independent trust 

domain is formed in every institution, and the users that in a 

domain trust their certification center, and the certification 

center provides convenient authentication service for local 

users to access shared resources. However, in the case of in 

a large number of demand services, such as the demands of 

cloud computing, users need anytime and anywhere to 

access resources .In this case, a single domain is unable to 

meet the needs of resource requests, therefore it is need 

many domains mutual cooperation to achieve this requests. 

For this the requests of shared resource are not only from 

the internal members of the domain, but also from the other 

domains. When the foreign entities access to the resources 

in local domain ,there involve the scheme of cross-domain 

authentication. 

The applications of cross-domain authentication in many  

fields, such as the authentication among multiple 

heterogeneous domains within a virtual organization under 

the grid and cloud computing environment[1][2], the 

roaming access authentication under the environment of 

wireless network, etc[3][4]. There are mainly two 

cross-domain authentication frameworks under specific 

environments: one is authentication framework (such as 

Kerberos)[5] [6]based on the symmetric key system. This 

scheme relates to the complexity of symmetric key 

management and key consultations, and cannot deal with 

the anonymous problem effectively. The other is 

authentication framework based on traditional PKI  

[7][8][9], The management of credentials under public key 

cryptography is a heavy burden in this scheme; specifically, 

the consumptions is caused by the construction of 

credential paths and the query of the status of credentials 

and transfer of credentials .It can also cause the network 

bottleneck of authentication center when under frequent 

cross-domain accesses.    References[10][11][12] 

proposed an identity-based multi-domain authentication 

model, which is based on the trust of the authority of the 

other side, and it requires the key agreement parameters of 

all domains to be same, this have limitations and it could 

not avoid the authority faking members in its domain to 

cross-domain access resources. Reference [13][14] adopt 

signcryption to implement the authentication when users 

access resource each other within the same domain, it is 

confined to a single domain, so it is difficult to meet the 

needs of large-scale distributed computing. Reference [15] 

extends the scheme of reference [13],and make it to enable 

the members from the difference domains to authenticate 

each other, but the precondition of this solution is the 

hypothesis that PKG of every domain is honest. PKG 

possesses the private keys of all the members within its 

domain, and if PKG is malicious, the truth identity of user 

and the confidential of private key could not be guaranteed. 

The cross-domain authentication alliance protocol 

proposed in this paper is designed based on inter-domain 

signcryption, in which each inter-domain authentication 

centers do not have to set the same parameters for their 

keys, and the members in a domain register their identities 

with blind keys other than their private keys to avoid the 

authentication center faking and cheating his members to 

access resource from other domains. At the same time it has 

good anonymity, and it can trace entities when there 
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occurred dispute between two entities for accessing 

resources, and it has a good defense for various protocol 

attacks. cross-domain authentication protocol purposed in 

the paper can achieve the features as follows: 

Correctness: a legal user in a domain can be valid verified 

by all the users when they compute the authentication 

algorithm of the Cross-domain authentication protocol. 

unforgeability: it is infeasible that a faked member 

generates an algorithm to pass a valid authentication by 

computing, even if the member is a server of a domain. 

Anonymity: except the server of the domain, it should be 

infeasible that anyone determine the identity of a prover by 

computing. 

Traceability: the KMC of the domain can determine the 

identity of any prover within its domain. 

Anti-attack: Cross-domain authentication protocol should 

have extensive security and provably secure . 

Organization. The rest of paper is organized as follows: 

In Section II, we introduce the relative knowledge of this 

paper. In Section III we define the system model. Then, we 

present our scheme in Section Ⅳ. We provide security 

analysis, and further analyze the experiment results and 

performance in SectionⅣ. Finally, we conclude the paper 

in Section Ⅵ. 

2. Preliminaries 

2.1 Self-isomorphic group of finite group [16] 

Let G  be a group, AutG  represents self-isomorphic 

group of G , ( )C G is the center of G ,  g  is an 

Abel   group generated by g . If G  is a finite group, 

and G  is the order of G and ( 0)nG p n    , 

then G is defined as pgroup（ p   is a prime）. 

Let Q  be a Subgroupp  of a finite group G , and 

if Q is the highest exponentiation of p in the factorization 

of G , then Q is defined as sylow p subgroup of 

G . 

Theorem 1[16]: let G   be a finite Abel  group，

1 2, ,..., np p p  are all prime factors of G , 

(1 )
ipG i n   are the sylow psubgroups  of 

G ， which gives direct product decomposition: 

1 2
...

ip p pG G G G    . 

Theorem 2[12]: let 1 2 ... nG G G G    , if iK   is a 

sub-group of iG   (1 )i n  , and 1 2, ,..., nK K K   

are isomorphic for each other, and then G  has n   

sub-groups which are isomorphic for each other. 

Theorem 3[16]: let 1 1G g and 2 2G g   be 

cyclic groups, and m and n  are the order of 1G   and 

2G  respectively, if ( , ) 1m n  , then 1 2G G  is a cyclic 

group with the order of mn . 

2.2. Bilinear group [17].  

Firstly ，we give the definition of bilinear map, assuming 

that 1G , 2G and  TG  are multiplicative groups with same 

prime order p , 2 1,kp k   is the security parameter, 

let 1 1G g be generated by 1g  and 2 2G g  be 

generated by 2g ,   is the isomorphic mapping from 

1G to 2G : 1 2( )g g  ,the solution of discrete logarithm 

over the 1G and 2G  and TG  is hard. and e  is a computable 

mapping, and 1 2: Te G G G   has the following 

properties: 

1.Bilinear:     For all the 1u G , 2v G   

and , pa b Z ,then ( , ) ( , )a b abe u v e u v . 

2.Non-degeneracy: There exists 1u G , 2v G such 

that ( , ) 1e u v  . 

3. Computable: There is an efficient algorithm to 

compute ( , )e u v for all 1u G , 2v G . 

Corollary1: for all the 

1 1 2 1,u G u G    , 2v G  ,then 

1 2 1 2( , ) ( , ) ( , )e u u v e u v e u v . 

Corollary2: for all the 

2,u v G  ,then ( ( ), ) ( , ( ))e u v e u v  . 

2.3 Gap Diffie-Hellman Group 

We first introduce the following problems 

in 1G and 2G [18]. 

1. Discrete Logarithm Problem (DLP): if given u and v , 

to find pn Z  from nu v . 

2. Computation Diffie-Hellman Problem (CDHP): 

Given
1 1 1 1( , , )a bg g g G  , for , pa b Z ,to compute 

1

abg . 

3. Decisional Diffie-Hellman Problem (DDHP:. 

Give
1 1 1 1 1( , , , )a b cg g g g G , for , , pa b c Z , to decide 

whether 
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modc ab p . 

We call 1G and 2G are GDH groups if DDHP can be 

solved in polynomial time but no polynomial time an 

algorithm can solve CDHP or DLP with non-negligible 

advantage within polynomial time. 

3.The cross-domain authentication model  

In multi-domain authentication system, the type of 

authentication is chosen for each domain by themselves 

demand ,without need a unified authentication model. and 

inter-domain authentication should try to adopt a common 

authentication way to achieve cross-domain access 

interoperability [19]. This cross-domain authentication 

system model is designed by the paper.  

3.1 System Framework.  

In this model, the system is composed by multiple domains, 

each domain is independent and autonomous. Each domain 

consists of a DAC  (domain authority center) and a 

number of members within the domain, and the domain 

authority center are similar to traditional CA (Certificate 

Authority). Every member in a domain not only provides its 

resources for others but also access resources from others, 

and they constitute the resource alliance. In the case of 

collaborative computing, the members of mutual 

cooperation are not only from a domain, but also from other 

domains ,for this members in each domain may need to 

cross-domain cooperation.     let 

 ( 1,2,...,kGset G k R  ）be a large prime set of the 

automorphism group. In the multi-domain alliance system, 

each DAC select a different subgroup (1 )kG k R   

from Gset to make key generation parameters for its 

domain. DAC distributes and manages some keys of their 

members within its domain, and open the public key of 

DAC  in order to mutual visits and certification. When 

members join in a domain they need to register with their 

true identities for entity tracking. 

4. Alliance signature scheme between domains 

4.1 System initialization.  

Let the alliance domain contain R domains,and selects 

R pairwise relatively prime large prime numbers to form a 

set of  ( 1,2,..., )S iR r i R  ;and choose a big 

prime p , compute a elliptic curve / ( )E GF P  that 

satisfies WDH security hypothesis, G  is a sub-group of 

/ ( )E GF P with high prime order q  

( 1 2 ... iq r r r    ),that G q . Let 1 2, ,......, nr r r be 

all the prime factors of G ,that 1 2 ... nq r r r    .Let 

(1 )
jrG j n   be  

jrsylow subgroups of G . 

From Theorem 1 we known the direct product 

decomposition of G :
1 2

...
ir r rG G G G    ,and we can    

Construct R  sub-groups of G   that are isomorphism to 

each other according to the Theorem2,let this set 

of sub groups be  (1 )kGset G k R   .  

Under the multi-domain unite architecture, each domain 

select a different sub-group (1 )kG k R   from set 

Gset as the key generator parameter of the domain. 

4.2 inter-domain signatures. 

(1) Let 1D  and 2D be two domains of  

alliance-domain  ,and 1D selects cyclic group 1 1G g   

as the key generation parameter of its domain, 2D selects 

cyclic group 2 2G g  as the key generation parameter 

of its domain , 1g and 2g  are the generators of the two 

cyclic groups respectively .and 1G and 2G are the 

isomorphic group in Gset ,and 1 2: pe G G G  is an 

efficiently computable bilinear mapping, 

and :{0,1}* ph Z  is a hash function, and the private 

/public key pairs of the two domains are 1

1 1( , )g  and 

2

2 2( , )g  respectively( 1 2, , pZ   ),and 

1 2

1 2( , )H e g g
 

 is the mapping value of the two public 

keys 1

1g 
and 2

2g 
. 

(2) Key distribution and register of members in a domain: 

assume that domain 1D has n members within the domain, 

and 1DAC (domain authority center) is the domain 

authority center of the domain 1D with private key 1 , and 

the corresponding public key 

is 1

1 1DP g  ,. 1DAC compute 1

1

1y g 
 and sent y  to 

every member in the domain 1D ,and each member 
iDU  

in the domain selects i px Z  as its own private key, and 
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the corresponding public key is 1
i

i

x

uP g ,and it computes 

( ) ix

ireg y ,and sent ireg to the 1DAC as its register 

key to register. The 1DAC  establishes the relationship 

between ireg and identity of 
iDU  in order to track the 

certification.  

(3)  Suppose a member
1DU  of the domain 1D wants 

to access resources from the member 
2DU  of the 

domain 2D . Assume that the private/ public key pair of 

1DU is
11( , )ux P  ,and it’s registered key is

1ureg . The 

private/ public key pair of 
2DU is

22( , )ux P , and it’s 

registration key is 
2ureg .The public key of 1DAC  in 

domian 1D is 
1DP ,and The public key of 2DAC  in 

domian 2D is 
2DP ,Certification process is as follows: 

1) 
1DU Selects pZ , and computes  

1 1T g  , 11 1 1

1 2

, , ,D u uP P reg T

D DU U ;                              

2) 
2DU  check whether 

1 1 1 1( , ) ( , )D u ue P reg e P g ,if 

the equation are equal to each other then Selects the 

message {0,1}*m ，and computes the question value  

1( , )c h T m ,
1 2

c

D DU U ;                  

3) 
1DU computes 1 1s cx   

1

1 2

s

D DU U  

4) 
2DU  verifies the signature on the message m , 

whether 1

11 1

s c

ug T P  

If the signature is correct, it is valid inter-domain 

signature. 

If the verification holds, then the
2DU  can prove 

that
1DU  is a number of league domain ,and its the public 

key is
1DP ,this achieves the results of across multiple 

domains authentication.                  

4.3 Session key agreement.  

1) 
2DU chooses a random number 2 pk Z , and 

compute 2

11

k

uf P .      
2 1 2 1: ( , )D D uU U P f ; 

2) 
1DU can compute 2

1 1'
k

uP g  from 2

11

k

uf P  with 

his private key 1x , and then choose a random number 

1 pk Z ，and compute 1

22

k

uf P ,
1 2 2:D DU U f ; 

3) 
2DU  can compute 1

2 2'
k

uP g  from 1

22

k

uf P  

with his private key 2x ; 

4) 
1DU and

2DU compute their temporary session key 

1 2

1 2 1 2 1 2( ', ') ( , )
k k

D D u uP e P P e g g  . 

5. Performance analysis 

5.1. Correctness analysis.  

Cross-domain alliance authentication protocol is established 

based on inter-domain signature. In order to ensure the safe 

authentication when the domains access resources each 

other, the correctness of the signature must be ensured for 

first time: 

(1) DAC  that is not in the alliance-domain cannot be 

valid inter-domain signature;  

(2) members that are not in the domains cannot be valid 

inter-domain signature; 

(3) ensure the uniqueness of the internal member in a 

domain. 

1

1 1

1 1

1 1

1

1 1

1 1 1 1

1

( , ) ( , )

( , ) ( , )

( , )

x

D u

x x

u

e P reg e g g

e g g e g g

e P g

 


 



       

1 1 1

1

( )

1 1 1 1 1

s cx cx c

ug g g g T P 
       

5.2 Anonymity. 

There can only determine that a user is a specific member 

of a certain domain, but the identity of the member can not 

be determined, and only his DAC   can determine the 

identity of the member through registered identity. The 

anonymity of cross-domain authentication alliance protocol 

is designed by two steps: 

1) User
1DU sends inter-domain public 

key
11( , , , , )

iu i Ddpk g P reg P H  to
2DU , and 

2DU determines 
1DU from which domain with the 

equation
1 1 1 1( , ) ( , )D u ue P reg e P g .  

2) 
1DU sends its signature to

2DU , and 
2DU  can 

determine
1DU  is a specific member that not be faked by 
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others through verification whether 1

11 1

s c

ug T P , but 

does not know the identity of the member
1DU . 

5.3 Traceability  

It is not an ideal method to design cross-domain 

authentication alliance protocol based on the trust, and it is 

impractical to let members to trust the DAC that is from 

different domains, and it is must to provide reliable 

certification to prove irregularities of a certain entity when 

the disputes are occurred. This protocol is traceable for that 

the verifier
2DU  verify the 

expression
1 1 1 1( , ) ( , )D u ue P reg P g to ensure  the 

relationship among 
1 1 1
,D u uP reg andP ,further to trace the 

identity of entity 
1DU by   the registration information in 

1DAC . 

5.4 Security analysis 

The security of cross-domain alliance authentication 

protocol has two aspects: one is the security of the 

inter-domain signature, the other is the security of the 

authentication protocol. The security of the signature 

method proposed in this article relies on the elliptic curve 

discrete logarithmic problem. The security of this 

authentication protocol as follows: 

5.4.1 Against MITM . Assume that mediator 

3DU attempt to attack this protocol, it can not achieve the 

consistency session key to 
1DU and 

2DU ,because 
3DU  

does not have the private key 1x of 
1DU , and he can not 

compute 2

1 1'
k

uP g  when 
2 1 2 1: ( , )D D uU U P f . 

Obviously he also can not compute 1

2 2'
k

uP g .
3DU and 

1DU  or 
3DU  and 

2DU  can not achieve the consistent 

session key  1 2

1 2 1 2 1 2( ', ') ( , )
k k

D D u uP e P P e g g   at 

last. 

5.4.2 unforgeability  

Any member or 'DAC  that is out of the alliance-domain 

can not fake the DAC  that is in the alliance-domain, and 

any member within a domain can not fake other members 

to achieve cross-domain access resource.  

1) Assume that any 'DAC  that is out of the 

alliance-domain can fake the public key 
1DP  of 1DAC  

in domain 1D .He has not the corresponding private key of 

1DAC ,and the verification 
1 1 1 1( , ) ( , )D u ue P reg e P g  

will be fail. If a number 
3DU  fake the number 

1DU to  

achieve cross-domain access resource, the signature of 

3DU will be fail.  

2) Assume that the member 1DAC in the domain 1D  

fakes the number 
1DU  to access the resource of 

member
2DU within another domain 2D , because the 

private key 1x of
1DU is not published, even if the 1DAC of 

domain 1D can fake the identity of member 
1DU with 

identity 
1
'DU  to send 

11( , , , , )
iu i Ddpk g P reg P H to 

2DU , and this can only prove that 
1
'DU is a member in the 

domain 1D , but 
1
'DU do not know the private key 

1x of
1DU , therefore the verification signature of 

1
'DU will 

be fail.    

5.4.3 Against replay attack  

The session key used during the communication between 

two domains is in one-time key, and thus it can defense 

replay attack. 

5.4.4 Comparative analysis 

Compared with the existing cross-domain authentication, 

our advantages are as follows:  

(1) authentication protocol in communication and 

computation is smaller than SAP scheme,and the efficiency 

of the certification is higher than SAP scheme . 

(2) our scheme greatly simplifies the system architecture 

compare with the traditional PKI-based authentication 

framework, and saves system cost. 

(3) Compare with the literature [19] in the certification 

framework, this paper proposed protocol can provide 

mutual authentication in different trust domains ,and the 

application is broader, more in line with the actual needs of 

a distributed network environment. 

 (4) This paper proposed authentication protocol has 

forward security, and in the literature [19] the 

non-interactive authentication session key is static, if an 

attacker controls a user's private key, he can calculate 

the session key that between this user and  any entity , 

it does not have forward security. 

5.5 consumption analysis. 

computation and communication complexity are two 

important indicators for evaluating the performance of 

protocols. We analyzed the latest research ,and we also 

compared the Cross-domain authentication protocol 
proposed in this paper with the latest research programs 
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in computation complexity and communication 

overhead . We compared our scheme with the literature 

[20] [21] in computational complexity, as shown in 

Table1. These several programs are elliptic curve public 

key cryptosystem. It is known that 1024-bit keys in 

conventional cryptosystems offer the same level of 

security as 160-bit keys in elliptic curve cryptography. 

In particular, in the case of elliptic curves, we can 

assume that the exchanged messages have size only 160 

bits, since only the x coordinate is necessary for the 

computation of the point (x, y). We assume that the 

length of each communication unit is ml = 160 bits in 

these programs. 

 

Table1 Complexity analysis of cross-domain authenticated protocols 

authenticated protocols Number of 

exponentiations 

Number of 

pairings 

Number of scalar 

multiplications 

Number of hash Number of sent 

And received 
messages 

literature [31] 0 12 11 8 32ml 

literature [33] 0 0 23 10 23ml 

Ours scheme 3 2 3 1 6ml 

 

For more intuitive analysis of the energy consumption in 

each scheme, the literature [22] provided a experiment that 

on a 133MHZ "Strong ARM" of microprocessor to perform 

a modular exponentiation arithmetic need to consume 9.1 

mJ, to pure scalar multiplications need to consume 8.8 mJ. 

To perform a Tate Pairing computation need to consumes  

 

47.0 mJ. It use a 100kbps transceiver module to transmit a 

bit of information need to consume 10.8 µJ and receive a 

bit of information need to consume 7.51µJ. as shown in 

Table 2. We assume that the energy consumption of hash 

calculation is negligible. The total energy consumption 

comparison of these three programs is shown in Figure 1. 
 

Table 2 Energy Costs for Computation and Communication 

 

 

The energy consumption is shown in figure 1,the scheme of 

literature[20] is the most in energy consumption, and ours 

is the minimum in energy consumption .the advantage of 

ours scheme is that any two entities can mutual authenticate 

and do key agreement directly, so it needn’t the third-party 

to take part in. The cross-domain authentication scheme in 

literature [20] and literature[21] when an entity want to 

access resources from another entity in different domain it 

must be checked by the third-party, so it is very complex. 

Computation cost(mJ) Communication cost(mJ) Total cost(mJ)
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Fig.1 energy consumption 
 

Analysis shows that this protocol is correct and can 

defense attack effectively and is not to need to know the 

identity of each other, which can achieve the effective  

 

authentication and good anonymous. The entity can be 

tracked when there have dispute occurs. The computation 

Computation cost of Modular Exponentiation                        9.1 mJ  

Computation cost of Scalar Multiplication                           8.8 mJ  

Computation cost of Tate Pairing                                  47.0 mJ  

   Communication cost for transmitting a bit                        10.8 Jm                                            

   Communication cost for receiving a bit                          7.51 Jm         

   DSA     Signature                                         9.1 mJ  

   ECDSA  Signature                                          8.8 mJ  

   DSA    signature verification                                11.1 mJ  

   ECDSA  signature verification                                10.9 mJ  
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and communication overhead is relatively low. It has a 

good security.  

6. Conclusion 

Multi-domain alliance-authentication is required for 

security in multi-domain network environment. The scheme 

of cross-domain alliance-authentication purposed in this 

article can ensure the security while share the resource 

among multiple domains. The anonymity can protect the 

privacy of each entity, and each entity can access 

cross-domain resources needless the intervention of the key 

authentication center, which provide good flexibility. It can 

avoid the bottleneck problem and the complexity of the 

transfer tickets of the traditional pattern based on PKI. It is 

safe and practical. 
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